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ABSTRACT
Low-precision formats have proven to be an efficient way to
reduce not only the memory footprint but also the hardware
resources and power consumption of deep learning computations. Under this premise, the posit numerical format appears
to be a highly viable substitute for the IEEE floating-point, but
its application to neural networks training still requires further research. Some preliminary results have shown that 8-bit
(and even smaller) posits may be used for inference and 16-bit
for training, while maintaining the model accuracy. The presented research aims to evaluate the feasibility to train deep
convolutional neural networks using posits. For such purpose, a software framework was developed to use simulated
posits and quires in end-to-end training and inference. This
implementation allows using any bit size, configuration, and
even mixed precision, suitable for different precision requirements in various stages. The obtained results suggest that 8bit posits can substitute 32-bit floats during training with no
negative impact on the resulting loss and accuracy.
Index Terms— Posit numerical format, low-precision
arithmetic, deep neural networks, training, inference
1. INTRODUCTION
Deep Learning (DL) is, nowadays, one of the hottest topics
in signal processing research, spanning across multiple applications. This is a highly demanding computational field,
since, in many cases, better performance and generality result
in increased complexity and deeper models [1]. For example, the recently published language model GPT-3, the largest
ever trained network with 175 billion parameters, would require 355 years and $4.6M to train on a Tesla V100 cloud instance [2]. Therefore, it is increasingly important to optimize
the energy consumption required by the training process. Although algorithmic approaches may contribute to these goals,
computing architectures advances are also fundamental [3].
The computations involved in DL mostly use the IEEE
754 single-precision (SP) floating-point (FP) format [4], with
32 bits. However, recent research has achieved comparable
precision with smaller numerical formats. The novel posit
format [5], designed as a direct drop-in replacement for float
(i.e., IEEE SP FP), provides a wider dynamic range, higher
accuracy, and simpler hardware. Moreover, each posit format

has a corresponding exact accumulator, named quire, which
is particularly useful for the frequent dot products in DL.
Contrasting with the IEEE 754 FP, the posit numerical format may be used with any size and has been shown to be
able to provide more accurate operations than floats, while
using fewer bits. Posits may even use sizes that are not multiples of 8, which could be exploited in Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGA) or Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) to obtain optimal efficiency and performance.
However, most published studies regarding the application of the posit format to Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
rely on the inference stage [6–12]. The models are trained
using floats and are later quantized to posits to be used for
inference. Nevertheless, the inference phase tends to be less
sensitive to errors than the training phase, making it easier to
achieve good performance using {5..8}-bit posits.
In contrast, exploiting the use of posits during the training
phase is a more compelling topic since this is the most computationally demanding stage. The first time posits were used in
this context was in [13], by training a Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN) for a binary classification problem using
{8, 10, 12, 16, 32}-bit posits. Later, in [14, 15], a FCNN was
trained for MNIST and Fashion MNIST using {16, 32}-bit
posits. In [16, 17], Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
were trained using a mix of {8, 16}-bit posits, but still relying on floats for the first epoch and layer computations. More
recently, in [18], a CNN was trained for CIFAR-10 but using
only {16, 32}-bit posits.
Under the premise of these previous works, the research
that is now presented goes a step further by extending the implementation of DNNs in a more general and feature-rich approach. Hence, the original contributions of this paper are:
• open-source framework1 to natively perform inference
and training with posits of any precision (number of bits
and exponent size) and quires; it was developed in C++ and
adopts a similar API as PyTorch, with multithread support;
• adaptation of the framework to support mixed-precision,
with different stages (forward, backward, gradient, optimizer, and loss) operating under different posit formats;
• training CNNs with only 8 to 12-bit posits without impacting on the achieved model accuracy.
1 Available

at: https://github.com/hpc-ulisboa/posit-neuralnet

2. POSIT NUMBERING SYSTEM

Table 1. Main properties of posit formats according to [20].
nbits

Among the several different numbering formats that have
been proposed to represent real numbers [19], the IEEE
754 single-precision floating-point (float) is the most widely
adopted. It decomposes a number into a sign (1-bit), exponent
(8-bits) and mantissa (23-bits):
(1)

However, it has also been observed that many application domains do not need nor make use of the total accuracy and
wide dynamic range that is made available by IEEE 754, often
compromising the resulting system optimization in terms of
hardware resources, performance, and energy efficiency. One
of such domains is DNN training, where most of the computations are zero-centered.
To overcome these issues, the Posit numbering system [5]
was recently proposed as a new alternative to IEEE 754. Posit
is characterized by a fixed size/number of bits (nbits) and an
exponent size (es), being composed by the following fields:
sign (1-bit), regime (variable bits), exponent (0..es-bits), and
fraction (remaining bits) [20]. It is decoded as in Eq. (2).
p = (−1)

sign

es

× 22

×k

× 2exponent × (1 + fraction) .

(2)

When the number is negative, the two’s complement has
to be applied before decoding the other fields. The regime bits
are decoded by measuring k, determined by their run-length.
A particular characteristic of Posit, and perhaps the most
interesting aspect for DNN applications, refers to the distribution of its values, resembling a log-normal distribution (see
Fig. 1), which is similar to the normal distribution of the values commonly found in DNNs. Another interesting point
is the definition of the quire, a Kulisch-like large accumulator [21] designed to contain exact sums of products of posits.
Table 1 shows the recommended posit and quire configurations.
3. DEEP LEARNING POSIT FRAMEWORK
Current DNN frameworks (such as PyTorch and TensorFlow/Keras) do not natively support the posit data type. As
a result, the whole set of functions and operators would need
to be reimplemented, in order to take advantage of this new
numbering system. As such, it was decided to develop an entirely new framework, from scratch, in order to ensure better
control of its inner operations and exploit them for the posit
data format.
3.1. PositNN Framework
The developed framework, named PositNN, was based on the
PyTorch API for C++ (LibTorch), thus inheriting its program
functions and data flow. As a result, any user familiar with PyTorch may easily port their networks and models to PositNN.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of posit(8, 0) in linear and log scale.
As an example, a comparison between PyTorch and the proposed framework regarding the declaration of a 1-layer model
is shown in Fig. 2 (left and center). The overall structure and
functions are very similar, the only difference being the declaration of the backward function, since the proposed framework does not currently support automatic differentiation.
Despite being compared against a full-fledged framework,
like PyTorch, the proposed framework is also capable of performing DNN inference and training with the most common
models and functions. A complete list of the supported functionalities is shown in Fig. 2 (right), which allow implementing all the stages illustrated in Fig. 3. Thus, common CNNs,
such as LeNet-5, CifarNet, AlexNet, and others, are fully supported. Moreover, the framework allows the user to extend it
with custom functions or combine it with existing ones (e.g.
from PyTorch).
3.2. Posit variables
Among the several libraries already available to implement
posit operators in software [22], the Universal2 library was selected, thanks to its comprehensive support for any posit configuration and quires. Furthermore, C++ classes and function
templates are generically used to implement different posits.
Therefore, declaring a posit(8, 0) variable p equal to 1 is as
simple as:
# include < universal / posit / posit >
sw :: unum :: posit <8 , 0> p = 1;

Moreover, all the main operations specified in the Posit Standard [20] are fully supported and implemented. Furthermore,
the proposed framework adopts bitwise operations whenever
possible, thus avoiding operating with intermediate float representations, since this could introduce errors regarding a native implementation.
2 Available

at: https://github.com/stillwater-sc/universal

# include < torch / torch .h >

# include < positnn / positnn >

struct FloatNetImpl : torch :: nn :: Module {
FloatNetImpl () : linear (10 , 2){
register_module ( " linear " , linear );
}

template < typename P >
struct PositNet : Layer <P >{
PositNet () : linear (10 , 2){
this - > register_module ( linear );
}

torch :: Tensor forward ( torch :: Tensor x ){
x = linear (x );
return torch :: sigmoid ( x );
}

• Activation functions:
ReLU, Sigmoid, TanH
• Layers:
Linear, Convolutional,
Average and Maximum Pooling,
Batch Normalization, Dropout

StdTensor <P > forward ( StdTensor <P > x ){
x = linear . forward ( x );
return sigmoid . forward ( x );
}
StdTensor <P > backward ( StdTensor <P > x ){
x = sigmoid . backward ( x );
return linear . backward ( x );
}

torch :: nn :: Linear linear ;

Linear <P > linear ;
Sigmoid <P > sigmoid ;

};
TORCH_MODULE ( FloatNet );

};

• Loss functions:
Cross Entropy,
Mean Squared Error (MSE)
• Optimizer:
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
• Utilities:
StdTensor, convert PyTorch tensors,
mixed precision tensor, save and load
model, scaled gradients

Fig. 2. Comparison of PyTorch (left) and the proposed framework (center). Implemented functionalities of PositNN (right).
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to splitting the left operand by rows, performing the computation, and then concatenating the results. The threads were
implemented using std::thread.
The proposed framework could also be adapted to support
other data types, since most functions are independent of the
posit format, except those that use the quire to accumulate.

p2

Fig. 3. DNN training diagram, starting at the dataset. The
various pi , with i = {1..5}, represent the different posit precisions that may be used throughout the proposed framework.
3.3. Implementation
Posit tensors are stored as StdTensors, a class implemented
using only the C++ Standard Library. Data is internally stored
in a one-dimensional dynamic vector and the multidimensional strides are automatically accounted for.
Given that some stages are more sensitive to numerical
errors, the proposed framework supports different precisions
per stage, as depicted in the arrows of Fig. 3. Although not
illustrated, it even allows the model to use different precisions
per layer. To accomplish that, the weights are stored in a class
where members are copies with different posit configurations.
Hence, each layer and stage converts its posit tensors to the
appropriate precisions and seamlessly updates the copies after every change. It also has the option to use quires for the
accumulations, significantly improving the accuracy of matrix multiplications, convolutions, etc.
In order to take the maximum advantage of the CPU, most
functions were conveniently parallelized and implemented
with multithread support, thus dividing each mini-batch by
different workers. In matrix multiplication, this corresponds

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
By making use of the developed framework, the presented
research started by studying how much can the posit precision
be decreased without penalizing the DNN model accuracy.
Then, the best configuration was used to train a deeper model
on a more complex dataset. In this evaluation, small accuracy
differences (< 1%) were assumed to be caused solely by the
randomness of the training process and not exactly by lack of
precision of the numerical format.
For the initial evaluation, the 5-layer CNN LeNet-5 was
trained on Fashion MNIST (a more complex dataset than
the ordinary MNIST) during 10 epochs. Just as in [15, 18],
posit(16, 1) was first used everywhere and decreased until
posit(8, 0) (see Table 2).
As expected, posit(16, 1) achieves a float-like accuracy,
and narrower precisions, such as posit(12, 1) and posit(10,
1), are also usable for training, the latter incurring in some
accuracy loss. However, when trained using posit(8, 0), the
model accuracy does not improve and fixes at 10 % (equivalent to randomly classifying a 10-class dataset), probably due
to the narrow dynamic range (as seen in Fig. 1). This hypothesis was subsequently evaluated by using a different exponent
Table 2. Accuracy of LeNet-5 trained on Fashion MNIST
using posit and without quire, using float for reference.
Posit

Float

(16, 1)

(12, 1)

(10, 1)

(8, 0)

Accuracy [%]

90.42

90.87

90.15

88.15

10.00

Posit with quire

Float

(10, 1)

(8, 0)

(8, 1)

(8, 2)

Accuracy [%]

90.42

88.40

13.84

12.86

19.39

Table 4. Accuracy of LeNet-5 trained on Fashion MNIST using posit, quire, and mixed precision. Configuration OxLy
means Optimizer (O) with posit(x, 2) and Loss (L) with
posit(y, 2), and everything else with posit(8, 2).
Configuration

Float

O12L8

O12L12

O12L10

O10L10

Accuracy [%]

90.42

88.40

90.07

90.25

88.08

Table 5. Accuracy of CNNs trained on MNIST, Fashion
MNIST, and CIFAR-10 using float and posit(8, 2)*.
Dataset
CNN
Float [%]
Posit(8, 2)* [%]

Fashion MNIST
LeNet-5

CIFAR-10
CifarNet

99.19
99.17

90.42
90.25

70.29
68.65

Training: Loss
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float

posit(16, 1)
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posit(8, 0)

posit(8, 2)*

Testing: Accuracy
accuracy

size (es) and using quires for the accumulations (see Table 3).
The obtained results confirmed the hypothesis, showing that
the precision of the 8-bit model slightly increases when using
quires, especially when the posit exponent size is es = 2.
Another common problem that is particularly noted while
using 8-bit posit precisions is the vanishing gradient problem – the gradients become smaller and smaller as the model
converges. This is particularly problematic when the model
weights are updated with low-precision posits, since they do
not have enough resolution for small numbers. As suggested
in [17], using 16-bit posits for the optimizer and loss is usually enough to allow models to train with low-precision posits.
With this observation in mind, this model was trained with
a different precision for the optimizer and loss, while using
posit(8, 2) everywhere else (see Table 4). The posit exponent
size es was fixed at 2, since it gave the best results and simplified the conversion between posits with different nbits.
The obtained results showcase the feasibility of using 8bit posits, achieving an accuracy very close to 32-bits IEEE
754. In particular, while solely computing the optimizer with
posit(12, 2) is not enough to achieve a float-like accuracy,
when the loss precision is also increased, the model is able
to train without any accuracy penalization and using, at most,
12-bit posits. Conversely, if posit(10, 2) is used for both
the optimizer and loss, the final accuracy slightly decreases.
Therefore, the configuration with 12 bits for optimizer and 10
bits for loss (O12L10 in Table 4) offers the best compromise
in terms of low-precision and overall model accuracy. This
configuration will be referred to as posit(8, 2)*, since the loss
function and weight update, both computed with higher precision, only represent about 15 % of the operations that are
performed while training the considered models.
Given the promising results for the Fashion MNIST
dataset, the posit(8, 2)* configuration was also used to train
LeNet-5 on MNIST and CifarNet on CIFAR-10, validating
the proposed mixed configuration. The resulting accuracies
are compared against float in Table 5. Moreover, a plot of the
training progress of LeNet-5 on Fashion MNIST is shown in
Fig. 4, comparing different posit configurations and float.
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Table 3. Accuracy of LeNet-5 trained on Fashion MNIST
using posit and quire. Posit8 is tested with different es.
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Fig. 4. Training loss and testing accuracy of LeNet-5 trained
on Fashion MNIST using float and different posit precisions.
Posit(8, 2)* corresponds to configuration O12L10 of Table 4.
5. CONCLUSION
A new DNN framework (PositNN) supporting both training
and inference using any posit precision is proposed. The
mixed precision feature allows adjusting the posit precision
used in each stage of the training network, thus achieving
results similar to float. Common CNNs were trained with the
majority of the operations performed using posit(8, 2) and
showed no significant loss of accuracy on datasets such as
MNIST, Fashion MNIST, and CIFAR-10.
Future work shall make use of this knowledge and framework to devise adaptable hardware implementations of posit
units that may exploit this feasibility to implement lowresource and low-power DNN implementations while keeping the same model accuracy.
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